Make your favourite bike to a
center piece of your home´s
interior
There are few places in a city where you would wish to leave your favourite bike overnight.
Therefore more bikes are being taken inside peoples home and occupying precious space in
their entrances. Why allow it to take up this space, uncelebrated, when your bike can instead
become a decorative part of your interior, leaving space in your hallways for the things that
matter. Designer Lasse Sundgaard has developed the bike rack GREN; with a design so
beautiful and functional that it won the prestigious "German Design Award" 2018.
To avoid the anxiety of heading outside each morning to the sight of a lost bicycle, in most
major cities it is necessary to take your bike inside at night, inhabiting unnecessary space.
Danish designer and craftsman, Lasse Sundgaard, has found a contemporary solution and
designed a bike-rack where the bicycle will hang neatly on the wall without occupying
increasingly precious floor space.
It was a family member who first asked Lasse Sundgaard to create a suspended shelf so that he
could hang and showcase his bike. Lasse accepted the challenge and developed a suspension
that fits beautifully with modern, interior design; both with and without a bicycle. The
suspension is lined with soft leather at the bottom which ensures that neither the bicycle, nor
the suspension, are accidentally damaged.
It was a long process for Lasse to develop the right solution, but the result is so successful that
he has recently won the German Design Award in the category "Bikes and E-bikes".
GREN, the name of the bike-rack, is produced and marketed by Lasse Sundgaard's own
company "Made by Bent", in Hamburg, where he also lives and works.
GREN and other products by Lasse Sundgaard can be seen in the international showroom for
Nordic design, at Design WERCK, Holmen in Copenhagen.
GREN is available in two varieties: one with Oak veneer and one with nut-wood veneer, both
with a silky smooth, oiled surface.
Dimensions: 32 x 25 x 37 cm
Price: 198 €
Further information: GREN has been tested to carry
bikes of up to 15 kg
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